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Subject: Grade 9 Social Science 
Term: 1 
Week: 8 Lesson Number: 25 
Date: ___/____/2021 
Unit: 3 Investigating Papua New Guinea History 
Topic: Tingim-bek 
Learning Outcome:  
1. Investigate aspects of Papua New Guinea’s past from a range of historical sources and 

communicate findings from investigations in oral and written forms. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Introduction 
This lesson is based on the lesson notes given in week 5 and 6, Lessons 17-24. This lesson notes 
are again given below. 
 
Instructions 
In your Exercise Book, copy the Header above. Make sure your handwriting is neat and legible. (I 
will be checking your Exercise Book when you return to school). 
 
Resources 
Read the lesson notes given below and answer the practice exercise that follows. (You can copy 
these notes if you don’t have it) 

‘Tingim-Bek’ 
 
What is Tingim-bek? It is a Tok Pisin or Pidgin word or phrase which when translated into English 
means thinking back to the past, especially Papua New Guinea’s past. 
This topic focuses on Papua New Guinea’s past. 
 
How is Papua New Guinea’s past studied? It is studied through the following ways; 
a). Artefacts: this refer to physical objects used or made in the past. 
b). Historical sites: this refer to sites, places or locations that contain remains or do show where an  
                               event occurred. 
c). Oral history: this refers to historical information passed on by word of mouth, either spoken or  
                         sung. 
d). Recorded history: this refers to historical information recorded in writing or sung or captured on  
                                  camera or film. 
 
Furthermore, the examples of these ways are; 
i) Artefacts: stone axe, clay pot, stone tablet, shield, clothes, knife, guns, jewellery and so on. 
ii) Historical sites: museum, archives, botanical gardens, cemeteries, grave sites, old village sites  
                             and so on. 
iii) Oral history: talking to old people, legends, myths, poems, chants, traditional songs and so on. 
iv) Recorded history: photographs, films, videos, movies, history textbook, certificates,  
                                  newspapers, journals and so on. 
 
These ways can also be referred to as primary sources of evidence because they do give direct 
information of the past. 
 
Furthermore, these information can be used in historical research. Historical research can be 
conducted by compiling a report known as a ‘historical investigations portfolio. A historical  
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investigations portfolio provides a guide or is like a guide on how to carry out a historical research. 
It is one way in which research of a historical nature can be done. It consists of the following 
sections; 
a). A plan of how you are going to carry out your investigation into your chosen topic.    
     That is; 
    i) How you will find sources 
   ii) How you will evaluate these sources 
   iii) The time you need to carry out your research and compile it. 
b). Collection of information. How you will collect information. (That is, either by  
     interviewing people, getting information from textbooks, or internet and so forth) 
c). Analysing information. How do you analyze it? (That is, breaking up of information into  
     segments or many parts to really understand it and find out which is relevant or not) 
d). Compile or write-up your research. This may include diagrams, pictures, graphs,  
     maps, timelines or tables that contain statistics. 
 
Your historical investigations portfolio should be typed or word processed, binded together with a 
cover page bearing the research title or topic into a Manilla folder or a folio folder.  

 
 
Practice Exercise 1 
 
(Copy these questions into your Exercise Book and answer them. They will be corrected in class 

when you return to school.) 

1. What is Tingim-bek? This is how you begin to answer this question. 

    Tingim-bek is……… 

2. How do we study the past? This is how you begin to answer this question. 

    To study the past, we….. 

3. Briefly explain what each of these terms mean; (See sample answer given). 

    i) Artefact: An artefact refers to physical objects made or used in the past. 

   Now complete ii – iv. 

   ii) Historical site: An historical site ……… 

  iii) Oral history: Oral history refers to ………. 

  iv) Recorded history: Recorded history refers to ….. 

 

When studying Papua New Guinea history, it is important to consider all available evidence in 

order to get a good picture of what life was back in the past. Secondly, a historical investigations 

portfolio is one way in which historical research can be carried out. 

 

 


